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Is Intervention for 
Asymptomatic Carotid Stenosis
Indicated Given Modern Medical 

Management?

No, the Data Are Clear !
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carotid revascularizations 135,701 

asympt. carotid artery stenosis 122,986  

92% 

J.T. McPhee et al.: Carotid artery stenting has increased rates of 

postprocedure stroke, death, and resource utilization than does carotid 

endarterectomy in the United States, 2005. J Vasc Surg 2008;48:1442-50

Asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis

is a significant health concern

U.S. data 2005



A. G. den Hertog et al.: Asymptomatic carotid stenosis could benefit and the risk of ischemic 

stroke according to subtype in patients with clinical manifest arterial disease. SMART Study 

Group. Stroke 2014:45:3720-4

What is the Risk of ACS ?

4319 patients with BMT

Stroke Incidence

❖ 1 year 0.4%

❖ 5 years 1.6%

Includes patients with cardiogenic

embolization and cerebral artery disease.



Why is Invasive Treatment 

not Indicated ?

No symptoms ...

No embolization

BMT stabalizes plaques,

especially statins!



328 pts with ACS

Stroke rate

❖ with statins 0.0%

❖ without statins 3.1%



L.M.J. Best et al.; Trancranial Doppler Ultrasound Detection of microemboli as a predictor of cerebral 

events in patients with symptomatic and asymptomatic Carotid disease: a systematic review and meta-

analysis.  Euro J Vasc Endovasc Surg 2016;52:565-580

Why is Invasive Treatment 

not Indicated ?

TCD study and

meta-analysis

TCD positive    stroke risk 7.1%

TCD negative   stroke risk 1.2%



L.M.J. Best et al.; Trancranial Doppler Ultrasound Detection of microemboli as a predictor of cerebral 

events in patients with symptomatic and asymptomatic Carotid disease: a systematic review and meta-

analysis.  Euro J Vasc Endovasc Surg 2016;52:565-580

Why is Invasive Treatment 

not Indicated ?

No overlap of 

curves -

statistically 

significant



Hemodynamic stroke is a 

rarity.

Why is invasive Treatment 

not indicated ?

Circle of Willis  secures 

cerebral blood supply!



Invasive Treatment of ACS ?

No !



Invasive Treatment of ACS ?

No !



Invasive Treatment of ACS?

No !



The risk of stroke and death 

is now lower with intensive 

medical therapy than with 

CEA or CAS.

Invasive Treatment of ACS?



SPACE-2 failed 

Trials are needed ...

CREST 2 data in 10 years?



“It is difficult to get a 

man to understand 

something, when his 

salary depends on his 

not understanding it.”

Upton Sinclair



Thou shall give only BMT!


